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Abstract: The article presents the reference framework for multidisciplinary research at the Life Quality
Research Centre (LQRC). The research paradigm about the citizens’ quality of life in society imposes
a multifaceted and complex analysis. At the LQRC we address this as thematically divided into
six scientific areas: education and training; physical activity and healthy lifestyles; food production
and technology on food behaviors; organizational dynamics; motor behavior; and individual and
community health. These areas are clearly related to the concept of quality of life. They fit the goals
and dynamics of the research center. In each section, the authors develop the themes of research
projects and the challenges that characterize research in the area of quality of life. It is clear that
there is an agreement and understanding that ensures that quality of life research is on the agenda of
the world organizations related to scientific research and human development. This is a real challenge
for scientific research centers, since multidisciplinary paradigms are the foundation of our collective
organization, and the evolution of research on quality of life could fulfil current needs and lead to
the improvement of citizen lives.
Keywords: quality of life; multidisciplinary research; education; physical activity and sport; health;
food behaviors; organizations; creativity

1. Introduction
Research on citizens’ quality of life is a cross-cutting, multidisciplinary, and fundamental
issue concerning current society. The purpose of contemporary societies focuses on the physical,
psychological, and social well-being of the population, translated into a set of policies and actions that
aim to contribute to this endeavor. The present scope is at the heart of our reflection, in which we seek
to explore and develop the conceptual framework associated with the idea of quality of life.
The authors present detailed concerns in the dimensions that constitute the scientific areas of
research at the Life Quality Research Centre. Specifically, the authors intend to explore an approach for
dealing with the concept of quality of life, developing the implications that physical activity, movement,
food, education, organizations, and health can have in the production and diffusion of applied research.
We propose a strategy centered on these six areas as they are those that best fit the characteristics of
the center and the consortium of institutions that support it. For example, we have little focus on issues
of economic well-being which is an important area in subjective indicators and quality of life objectives.
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This conceptual framework supports the research activity of the Life Quality Research Centre
(LQRC), to which the authors are affiliated, considering the research outcomes (academic and applied) to
individual and team research projects produced at the research center. This research center is accredited
by the Portuguese agency for scientific research. It is a unit with eighty researchers from different areas
involved in research on quality of life. The center is managed under a consortium between two higher
education institutions, namely the Polytechnic Institute of Santarem and the Polytechnic Institute of
Leiria, both located in the central western regions of Portugal.
The mission of the LQRC is to contribute to the production of knowledge and innovation, as well
as to the promotion of improving the quality of life for human beings. The center initially started
by developing projects in each one of its areas of common interest. However, it became clear that
the operational work resulting from the interconnection of the different lines of research would provide
greater and better results concerning the assessment of quality of life. The multidisciplinary nature of
the center is one of its greatest assets and one of its greatest challenges is bringing together researchers
from different areas. Combining its areas seems paramount for understanding how society endorses
behaviors related to quality of life. Therefore, this center intends to promote research on quality of life
using an innovative framework of scientific multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary
relationships among different but complementary areas.
The authors understand by quality of life the value that each citizen gives to their social and
individual status, in a society in which people relate and interact in order to satisfy their ambitions,
needs, and expectations. This notion is based on the concept that global organizations influence
citizens’ health determinants, as proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO). The approach is
multifaceted and complex, requiring multidisciplinary and integrated scientific analysis, aiming to
improve the population’s life conditions in the social, psychological, and physical dimensions [1].
The literature presents several studies on quality of life examining variables and determinants
of great social and scientific relevance. However, there are different approaches focusing on several
sectoral perspectives and with unique conceptual frameworks, making it difficult to assess quality
of life. According to Pereira and colleagues [2], the concept of quality of life has different individual
meanings, which makes its evaluation and scientific investigation difficult to determine. It seems that
there is a need to increase multidisciplinary research and intervention studies to improve the quality of
life of citizens.
This need for multidisciplinary scientific research is embraced by the center as a fundamental
challenge. Treating quality of life as a complex interdisciplinary and social concept allows the center
to stipulate its ambition for relevant and impactful scientific production for society’s development
and sustainability.
LQRC’s activity is based on scientific production in three strategic vectors for research, namely:
i) education, in the domains of development of students in social, psychomotor, and cognitive
perspectives, in the quest for health-related habit formation; ii) physical activity, embracing several
biological, psychological, and social indicators, aiming to study the relationship between citizens
and healthy lifestyles; and iii) food, dealing with food production and technology, as well as eating
behaviors, providing fundamental knowledge for the quality of life of citizens. The research that is
developed in the LQRC contributes to knowledge about the quality of life in organizations and about
individual and community health.
The center incorporates researchers from several higher education institutions so that scientific
production on quality of life will have an exponential effect on its institutions and society itself,
since institutions are dedicated to the training of professionals who will work in the already covered
strategic sectors. It can be said that the multidisciplinary knowledge that is produced by LQRC
researchers favors the content updating of the higher education training programs in the institutions to
which researchers are associated. On the other hand, the center has a beneficial impact on researcher
and teacher training programs assessing the second- and third-cycle education programs in higher
education to be of quality. Hence, it is important to identify the main scientific areas in which the center
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operates and the mission to produce research on quality of life. The authors will explore each of the six
LQRC scientific areas: i) education and training; ii) physical activity and healthy lifestyles; iii) food
production and technology on food behaviors; iv) organizational dynamics; v) motor behavior; and
vi) individual and community health. Academics and professionals—developing a transdisciplinary
perspective to promote the capacity of individual and community to understand the relevance of
physical activity, good nutrition, education, organization, motor behavior and health—gain experience
in emphasizing in a healthy way the multidisciplinary approach to quality of life.
2. Education and Training
Quality of life is a concept of which all individuals seem to know the meaning but are unable to
specifically define it. One aspect that contributes to this struggle arises from the fact that it is anchored
in multiple aspects of individual lives such as health, personal safety, and leisure, as well as in other
health-related factors.
The World Health Organization, through its WHOQOL group [3], has defined quality of life as
the “individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems
in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns” (p. 1405),
comprising six broad domains: physical health, psychological health, level of independence, social
relations, environment, and spirituality/religion/personal beliefs. WHO has developed its own
instruments for measuring quality of life aspects (i.e., WHOQOL-100 and the WHOQOL-BREF).
As stated in previous literature, education is an indicator included in several indexes of quality of
life; for instance, the Human Development Index [4], the International Living Index, and the Swedish
ULF system [5]. Thus, education is directly or indirectly rendered as one of the fundamental pillars of
quality of live. The authors agree that education is a worthy area of research as that reflects its broad
application in different areas, such as quality of life research.
Additionally, in accordance with previously mentioned conceptualization, research on education
examines educational patterns and learning processes and their different outcomes. It seeks to describe,
understand, and explain how and why learning takes place throughout a person’s life. Thus, we
propose a two-fold approach when assessing the relationship between education and quality of life:
(i) to discuss research related to these two concepts; and (ii) to propose and explore research topics on
education for enhancing quality of life.
Looking at the first approach, the final report of the expert group on quality of life indicators [6]
is quite impressive and revealing. Besides the clear link between education and people’s income,
it still matters for quality of life independent of this effect. Education also empowers individuals
through a broad range of skills, habits, values and attitudes. Not surprisingly, the United Nations
2030 Agenda and its 17 goals for sustainable development include education (at number 4), aiming to
ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and to promote lifelong learning opportunities for
all human beings. The literature suggests that inadequate health literacy negatively affects quality of
life [7–9]. Specifically, education can play a key role since more educated people engage in healthier
lifestyles, suggesting a greater quality of life. A recent study [10] which considered a sample of nearly
9000 adults (in poor and in good health) from 13 countries also found that quality of life (measured
using the WHOQOL-BREF) was greater in more educated individuals compared to those with less
education. Thus, it is possible to assume that there is a clear and paramount association between
education and quality of life that should be explored in detail.
Concerning the second approach, the authors propose three complementary vectors related to
the education research and quality of life: i) new teaching/training methods; ii) behavioral change
techniques education; and iii) contribution of formal and informal contexts of education to learning
and development. The authors will develop each vector in more detail.
New teaching/training methods such as flipped classroom, design thinking, and project-based
learning are becoming quite popular nowadays. The flipped classroom learning model enables a more
effective practice and interactions, both among teachers and students, by inversion of in-class and home
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activities. Free from having to spend class time on transmitting knowledge to students, the teacher may
engage in learning activities such as discussion and helping students with problem-solving [11,12]. At
its origin, design thinking was focused on commercial and social problem-solving. Applied to teaching,
it drives students through several stages, seeking their creativity and encouraging a hands-on approach.
Through convergent and divergent procedures, students reach the point of proposing solutions
for the problems they began dealing with. Similarly to the flipped classroom approach, students
assume a central role in the teaching-learning process, which deepens their discussions for a more
favorable atmosphere for teaching; as they are more active, students become more attentive in class and
performance improves [13,14]. Finally, project-based learning, quite similarly to the previous methods,
starts from the premise of centering the education process on students. It aims at promoting critical
thinking and problem-solving in learning situations, requiring an interdisciplinary approach. This
seems to enhance students’ motivation since they deal with a more global, not fractioned, reality [15,16].
The recent COVID-19 pandemic has also led to more education based on online learning methods
when physical presence is not possible. Even though online learning had already existed in the past,
now it has become a widespread method for education and teachers and researchers have had to adjust
their workforce towards online teaching. Besides, researchers are conducting a survey to understand if
people are willing to return to physical exercise and sport in closed sports facilities, complemented
with proposals of doing some of the tasks in another way, with contributions from the areas of healthy
lifestyle, physical activity and education. At the same time, an international study (in process, with
LQRC participation) with more than 2000 children (up to 12 years of age), being conducted in Spain,
Portugal and several Latin American countries, is trying to detect how habits change, namely regarding
physical activity, feeding, and sleeping. As a final example of how we are aware of and handling
the implications of COVID-19, other studies conducted by LQRC are aiming to detect important health
issues, both physical and mental, occurring during the pandemic due to difficulties in maintaining
healthy lifestyles within this period.
Education plays a key role when it comes to behavioral change. For instance, change is a key
factor whether a person is seeking a healthier lifestyle or enhanced motor behavior. Just as an example,
the Fun Theory has shown the potential that changing the environment has on behavioral change,
whenever people understand or feel that changing the behavior leads to enhanced pleasure and
well-being. Its application in a Swedish metro station (musical stairs) a few years ago is a well-known
event, in which people began using the regular stairs much more instead of escalators. Using fun as an
educational tool is something that deserves our attention, namely when talking about gamification.
Research has shown that gamification, the use of game design elements in a non-gaming context, can,
for instance, increase physical activity levels [17,18]. Thus, behavioral change techniques in education
should be considered when training and teaching future professionals.
Finally, looking at the contribution of formal and informal contexts of education to learning and
development, education features as an important factor in different contexts and domains. Aside from
the most obvious one of school education, more research is needed to reveal the contribution that
sport clubs, music associations, recreational organizations, and scout groups may have on learning
and development processes. By doing this research, we will have a clearer view of how these different
contexts can act in promoting more efficient education, and, thus, better quality of life in every student.
3. Physical Activity and Healthy Lifestyles
Within a socio-ecological approach, the research area of physical activity and healthy lifestyle aims
to contribute to a multidimensional understanding of the functional, recreational, health-related, and
performance-related outcomes of health-related behaviors. According to this model, sport participation
is multidimensional in its nature and operates across individual, interpersonal, community, and societal
levels. As it is well-established in the literature, physical activity has a great impact on improving
health, quality of life, overall well-being, as well as on reducing health care costs. These improvements
can benefit school performance as well as reduce the risk of at least 20 chronic diseases and conditions
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and provide effective treatment for many of these conditions. A recent meta-analysis showed that
sustained engagement in exercise can reduce all-cause mortality by up to 33% [19,20].
Other international associations, such as the New Health Foundation and the project ‘Lifestyle is
medicine’ (https://new-health.eu/en), have also been aiming at promoting physical activity behaviors.
The project is putting effort in providing sports and lifestyle organizations, professionals, volunteers,
and consumers with knowledge that is easy to obtain and understand and tools to improve physical
activity. Additionally, this project strongly believes in healthier generations, fighting against the use of
doping, and developing educational standards for healthy lifestyles.
The sport and fitness professionals are also crucial agents for promoting health-related behaviors
and for changing sedentary and physically inactive behaviors into active lifestyles. Thus, it seems to
be of public interest to research the impact of interpersonal behaviors induced by sport and fitness
professionals and how it is related to the quality of the life of individuals living in the community (e.g.,
Life for fitness professional) [21,22].
Health-related information is associated with life stages, life events and experiences. Therefore,
childhood and adolescence are crucial periods for investments in future public health, since they concern
the potential for healthy adolescents now, for the adults they become, and for future generations [23].
Despite the widely acknowledged benefits of physical activity in social and individual domains,
sedentary children and youths have also been well-documented, as physical inactivity in these
developmental stages is a growing concern among countries. As such, contemporary practitioners
and researchers have aimed at investigating the facilitators and barriers that increase or reduce
the likelihood of participation in sport and physical activities [24–26].
Almost all forms of programed leisure-time sport and exercise have been proposed as contributors
to healthy youth development. The Enriched Sport Activities project (http://www.esaprogram.eu)
addresses the objective of the social value of sport, in particular for health, physical fitness, social
inclusion, and motivation quality. This is done by implementing intervention programs for children in
different development stages and/or with special needs, as well as their parents.
Family-related variables are considered one of the most important factors of physical activity
engagement since parents and siblings seem to influence the choice of social and physical activities and
stimulate or halt participation in sport and exercise. The model of parental involvement has contributed
to an integrative rationale for research on youth sport, examining the associations between parent-child
relationships and children’s psychological outcomes. Based on this line of research, a study conducted
by Teques and colleagues [27] has contributed to expanding the knowledge on how parent behaviors
are associated with their children’s achievement of elite performance in sport by exploring the nature
of psychological variables.
Organized leisure-time activities represent a wide range of activities outside the regular school
curriculum. A central aspect of organized leisure-time activities is organized competitive sports
activities. There are sports groups and teams within the physical activity setting all around the globe, and
they involve enormous numbers of participants of different ages. Additionally, it is well established in
the literature that group structure, processes, and unity are important considerations for interdependent
sport groups such as handball, hockey, and football teams [28]. However, group dynamics research is
still under research based in this multidimensional framework of sport development. The multifaceted
process of competitive sport for youth and elite athletes—training monitoring, analysis of tactical
behavior, and competitive games—is another line of research that should be considered [29,30].
In the physical activity and healthy lifestyle research area, the assessment and development of
validated instruments and protocols are key aspects in the growing literature. Specifically, the measure of
psychological variables [31], physical fitness field-based tests [32], and sport interventions programs [33]
are some of the areas of research conducted by the LRQC research team.
As previously mentioned, physical inactivity is widely recognized as a risk factor for illnesses in
adulthood. Thus, health-promoting interventions, including enhanced physical activity and exercise
programs are able to decrease morbidity and early mortality, since they are associated with an increase
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in physical fitness, consequently resulting in higher levels of quality of life. The promotion of physical
activity in a society where sport is valued and where everyone has the chance to live a healthy and
active life is the unifying line of research topics in the area.
4. Food Production and Technology/Food Behavior
The global population is expected to reach at least 9.7 billion by the year 2050 according to a United
Nations (UN) report published in 2019 [34]. Consequently, there will be an increase in food demand
and agricultural activities that will have to cope with the greatest challenge of all times. The population
will require nearly 70% more food in the context of a smaller food supply, less food safety, and lesser
equity of the food system. Additionally, governments will have to deal with the task of being able to
preserve biodiversity and the environment. The sustainable development goals established by the UN
also focus on a number of critical global issues that are intimately related to the need to transition
from global food systems and fossil food supply to sustainable production and consumption [35].
Specifically, Goal 2 (Zero hunger), Goal 12 (Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns),
and Goal 13 (Climate action) proposed by the UN are the ones that are consistent with the need to
achieve food security, sustainable production and consumption. These are well-known issues which
relate food with several diseases and food waste. But they include more broadly the questions of
food security and food safety, the consequences of the new trends, new methods of food production,
great diversity of distribution channels, and new eating habits. King and colleagues [36] emphasize
the scale of these challenges by adding factors such as the increased aging of the population and
the strong environmental constraints. The scientific area of production and food technology/food
behavior at the LQRC fosters research and development on knowledge based in rural activity. We
also cooperate with partners to transfer technologically innovative processes to the agri-food chain.
Research conducted by the researchers at the LQRC unit aims to improve the economic, environmental,
and social sustainability of rural areas, in particular the development of agricultural systems and food
supply chains, with an increase in quality of life patterns in citizens. Thus, it is the priority of the LQRC
researchers to work hand-in-hand with farmers and agri-food producers in establishing interactions
with local, regional, and government authorities. As a consequence, the consumer will feel more
empowered, food and nutrition education will increase its importance in promoting consumption and
the integration of agri-food products into a healthy lifestyle. The research activities in the scientific area
of food production and technology / food behavior are framed within the sustainable development
of agriculture, agri-food industry, and quality of life in rural areas. These activities are in line with
some of the Common Agricultural Policy general objectives proposed by the European Commission
for 2021–2027, namely: i) to foster a smart, resilient and diversified agricultural sector ensuring food
security; ii) to bolster environmental care; and iii) to strengthen the socio-economic fabric of rural areas.
Additionally, research on agriculture and food production answers to one of the proposed specific
objectives to improve the response of EU agriculture to societal demands on food and health. This
includes safe, nutritious and sustainable food, reducing food waste, as well as animal welfare [37].
Focusing on the perspective of circular economics, researchers of this scientific area have joined
efforts to find better technological processes and new product development, either with raw materials
discarded in the agri-food industry or by valuing the fruits and vegetables that do not meet the conditions
to be sold fresh on the market, for example, due to their low caliber. The researchers also intend to
enhance, requalify, and recreate traditional or local products that have fallen out of use, representing
a healthy and more natural engagement with food consumption which benefits the consumers’ quality
of life.
New techniques, new technologies, and new products have been developed looking for
convenience in distribution and consumption, creating value for the whole agriculture industry sector.
As a centralizing project, the team has been developing, since 2017, a technological procedure
of interest for the industry—a pre-treatment by osmotic dehydration promoted as a complement
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to traditional drying. In addition to the valuation of low-caliber pome fruit, this process improves
the organoleptic characteristics of the final product—dehydrated sliced apple and pear.
The research group also develops new spread creams with the incorporation of syrups of red
fruit, peppers, mushrooms or beets in innovative food emulsions, valuing by-products of the agri-food
industries. Physical-chemical and nutritional analyses were performed, and a set of microbial
populations was evaluated to control microbiological stability. These new products have the advantage
of not using palm oil and have the potential for application in niche markets—gourmet, diet and vegan,
despite being healthy alternatives for any consumer. Beyond the commitment to the environment,
these new products can be efficient alternatives to diversify and better evaluate a surplus of fruits and
vegetables industrial transformation. The research team works to obtain stability, using emerging
technologies, and consequently, the longer shelf life of the developed product. In the presentation to
the agribusiness sector of some of the products obtained, interest in technology transfer was manifested.
In 2019, some of the researchers began a study about the changes in food behavior in Mediterranean
countries. The objective is to assess the association between lifestyle factors (e.g., food habits,
Mediterranean diet adherence, physical activity, sleep, socialization, nature) and subjective well-being
parameters (e.g., life satisfaction, affect, fatigue, and stress perception) in consonance with the WHO,
who stated that the well-being of the European population should be one of the priorities in the Health
2020 monitoring framework [38]. For this purpose, scholars from the LQRC unit intend to establish an
agreement between more than eight countries of the Mediterranean Basin.
The relationship between agricultural and agri-food activities with other factors inherent to quality
of life is intense. There is preliminary work that intends to relate the agricultural activity practiced
in social solidarity institutions, namely kindergartens and senior residences, that may benefit from
the combination of the research activity with the other scientific areas of the LQRC.
In 2020, the number and diversification of researcher skills will allow to conduct studies on
the entire agri-food chain. The dissemination of knowledge and results will ensure that new insights,
innovations, food production processes, and best practices will support sustainable food production
and its responsible consumption.
5. Organizational Dynamics
Physical activity is fundamental for a healthy lifestyle [39,40]. Despite its importance,
the proportion of those who never exercise or play sports has increased by 4% since 2009 [37].
In Europe, 40% of citizens (more than 172 million) perform physical activity at least once a week and
7% (more than 30 million) 5 times a week or more, while 14% engage in physical activity in a sports
facility [41].
The need to increase the number of citizens engaging in physical activity can be tackled as
a problem of adherence to sports activities, while there is a lack of research addressing sports as an
opportunity to engage in massive participation in active behavior [42]. However, to increase sports
practice it is mandatory to retain the people already engaging in physical activity, which is one of
the main problems that sports managers deal with today [43]. The problem requires several approaches
aiming to reduce dropout and increase adherence, acknowledging well-being as a priority.
Dropout represents a non-repurchase intention of the services provided, in contrast with retention
which represents a customer’s intention to repurchase and their willingness to recommend the service
to other prospective customers [44]. Cervelló and colleagues [45] stated that dropout occurs when
participation in training sessions and competitions stops. Several studies show that between 40–50%
of persons joining fitness clubs leave within the first year [43]. Regular physical activity promotes and
maintains health and reduces the risk of chronic diseases and premature mortality [39], contributing to
the primary and secondary prevention of several chronic diseases [40].
The increase in sport participation is a problem which requires motivation assessment on why
people have to participate in physical activity, which is where the opportunities for sports management
and sport management researchers to contribute to health should be addressed [42]. Those opportunities
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require new approaches to exploring the factors contributing to physical activity adherence according
to the models that Browning and Thomas [46] described, which have been tested most widely in
health promotion literature: the Health Belief Model, the theory of planned behavior, the theory of
self-efficacy, self-determination theory, the achievement goal theory, and the transtheoretical model.
The increase in quality of life and well-being during sport participation has been studied in the last
years, whereby past research has used different terms such as happiness and life satisfaction when
aiming to understand the way people evaluate their own lives [47]. The importance of sport as a way
to improve well-being is an area being researched, in which recent studies have suggested that sports
participation positively affects individual subjective well-being [48].
None of the previously described areas aiming at increasing sport participation as a way to
contribute to well-being have succeeded without the optimization of sport organization processes,
requiring that managers coordinate their activities effectively and efficiently. This optimization,
according to Harmon [49], must be performed through an alignment of the strategy with the operations
organizing and managing the employees to fulfil the organization goals.
The organizations’ goals should be aligned with the attraction of new members and their retention
without losing the main goal: promoting individual well-being. These multidimensional perspectives
require a holistic approach in targeting sports organizations.
The development of studies to understand which factors affect the quality of life of the citizens in
organizations or as individuals is fundamental. The multidisciplinarity of the factors and perspectives
involved to identify areas to address new interventions or improve existing ones seems to be of value
for future research. To our knowledge, there is a lack of literature related to the timings of physical
activity dropout which requires a different methodological approach. Another area in which to increase
our research is related to the awareness of the factors influencing sport activities adherence and
dropout, and their impact on quality of life. These perspectives also require an understanding of how
the organizations can be optimized to attract more people and reduce withdrawal rates. The factors
contributing to happiness and life satisfaction, where sport activity is an underlying element, require
that the sports organizations should develop an alignment to optimize the achievement of those
objectives contributing to healthier lives.
6. Motor Behavior
Movement sciences refers to the body of knowledge related to the systematic and scientific study
of human movement and to the factors related to the analysis, evolution, and recovery of human
movement. The research emphasizes both the typical and atypical movements and on intrinsic and
extrinsic constraints. The field of movement sciences has a strong multidisciplinary character with
roots in functional anatomy, biomechanics, neuroscience, and anthropology. Specifically, research
questions focus on understanding how sensory, perceptual, neuronal, and motor systems interact to
regulate human movement and to learn how to move; thus, aiming to understand how the processes of
the environment and culture influence learning and control of motor skills, with or without instruments
and implements.
Movement science assumes, as an essential proposition, that human movement is seen as the visible,
measurable, and evaluable expression of the continuous interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic
constraints. Internationally, this scientific area is already widely disseminated and assumed, mainly in
the European context; namely, in prestigious scientific reviews (e.g., Human Movement Science, Journal of
Motor Control, Journal of Motor Learning and Development, Journal of Motor Behavior) and in international
organizations (e.g., The International Society of Motor Control, International Motor Development
Research Consortium). The main fields in this area of knowledge are: motor development, motor
learning, and motor control.
Motor development, motor learning, and motor control fit into the broader designation of motor
behavior [50]. The area of knowledge of motor behavior belongs to the social sciences, assuming the field
of study in human behavior through the movement and the body in the context of sports culture and
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in the culture of body practices. Among these fields of knowledge, there is a high overlap of scientific
content, theories and methods and the artificial separation of these fields can inhibit the understanding
of contents that are transversal to them. For example, it is assumed that in any motor performance,
the sources of constraints of the task made by the organism in response to the environment interact [50],
whether analyzed in a more restricted time window of (socio-)motor control, in a more extended one
as in (socio-)motor learning, or in a more prolonged one as in (socio-)motor skill development.
The field of motor control concerns the study of how the neuromuscular system works to activate
and coordinate muscles and limbs involved in the motor provision of motor skills already acquired
or new [51]. It has historical roots both in currents of motor programming, as in Fitts’s Law that
establishes the relationship between speed, precision, and time of movement; as well as in currents of
perceptual-motor interaction, such as the Bernstein [52] principle of motor variability that recognizes
the intrinsic variability of movement.
The field of motor learning concerns the study of the acquisition of motor skills, and the essential
role of practice, experience, and the organization of the practice context, namely: instruction, feedback,
demonstration, variability, degree of difficulty, repetition, and transfer, among others. Motor learning
is a process of complexification of the motor system, enhancing adaptation, efficacy in a relatively
stable and permanent new state. This process is present at all levels of motor experience, such as in
the recovery of previously lost motor domain, and it is a process that has no end [53,54].
The field of motor development examines the observable changes in motor behavior throughout
life, requiring articulation with other areas of knowledge, from biology to anthropology. Currently,
active perceptual exploration, the influence of extrinsic constraints, and the self-organizing properties
of the motor system are the main focus of research; especially since this approach allows us to admit
that complex systems can generate change and bring about new patterns and forms of behaviors due
to the complementarity and mutuality between body and environment.
Movement is certainly one of the main catalyst items within LQRC. It plays a central role in
several subject areas and indicators of quality of life that we most stress in our research centre. In
the multidisciplinary unit of the LQRC, body movement literacy evokes questions about its role and
function in social and cultural intervention, such as health and education. These social areas are very
important for the quality of life of persons and communities. Looking to movement as the trigger
for infant development, as the core of non-verbal communication, the contribution of movement
science can help to understand how infant motor stimulation allows the remediation of developmental
problems. It also helps us to understand how a child learns words through gestures, how a health
professional incorporates and uses a surgery tool, how youngsters appropriate social roles, how an
animal or an athlete recover from an injury, how physical balance helps a team or a community to
share common values or to face social and cultural problems, how the learning of motor abilities
sustains adherence to exercise and sport, how play and sport rules can help to defend the rights of
girls and women.
Such contribution is evident in the scientific production made by the LQRC body of researchers
specializing in these areas of knowledge, studying topics as varied as: motor control and development
problems [55,56]; unintentional socio-motor synchronization [57]; perceptual motor development,
gesture and the development of spoken language [58]; sports and gender rules [59]; unconventional
therapeutic body techniques and regulation of vital signs [60–62]; haptic perception of functional
properties of instruments in children and the elderly [63]; visual perception and motor control [64];
visual perception and navigation [65,66]; task constraints and motor control [67,68]; social affordances
and motor development [69]; degrees of freedom of sports instruments and motor learning [70];
adaptive motor abilities in infants; learning specific socio-motor skills [71]; maturation and sports
selection [72]; aging and motor control of specific motor abilities [73,74]; and kinesiology of sports
injury [75].
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7. Individual and Community Health
Health and quality of life are two concepts that are characterized by the uniqueness with which
each individual approaches them as long as they have the capacity to make informed and appropriate
decisions for their intervention, or as a partner in the care process assuming an individual, family and
community dimension.
The approach to health throughout the life cycle has been an orientation for the development
of research, marked by the mobilization of theoretical concepts that allow, identify, understand, and
plan the intervention in the field of health needs, identifiable at different levels of relationship with
the community.
The models referred to are located in the field of interdisciplinary mobilizing according to the level
of intervention, and mobilizing orientations from Antonovsky’s [76] salutogenic model, Bronfenbrenner
and Morris’s [77] bioecological model, the health promotion model proposed by Pender [78], and
centrality of care [79,80], an integrated perspective between health promotion and empowerment in
the affirmation of health literacy.
This perspective allows individuals and the community to deepen their training to maintain
a state of autonomy and independence that supports self-care, in the cultural diversity inherent to
the individual, family and community.
The health research agenda is still marked by the relevance that public policies represent in
public health policies, in which smart governance is increasingly invested in “for health defines how
governments approach governance for health challenges strategically in five dimensions, through:
collaboration; engagement; a mixture of regulation and persuasion; independent agencies and expert
bodies; and adaptive policies, resilient structures and foresight” [81].
It is relevant to mobilize the principles of good governance, of which we highlight participation,
transparency, and consensus, in a perspective of sustainable development, namely through Goal 3:
ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages, essential to quality of life.
In this sense, we mobilized the research that has been developed by researchers from the Health
Indicators Monitoring Unit (UMIS), essentially in the last five years, emphasizing the importance
of knowledge, focusing mainly on three concepts: health promotion, empowerment and literacy
for Health. Figueiredo and Amendoeira [82] contributed to the knowledge and relevance of health
promotion in nursing curricula, in the first and second cycle. The contribution of this investigation
is essentially relevant due to the clarification it brought within the scope of the salutogenic [76] and
bioecological [77] models, in the understanding of the transition from a behavioral model of health
promotion [78], for a perspective more focused on diversity and uniqueness, with recognition from
professionals, regarding the status of the person, family and community in applied research [83].
The research developed in the LQRC takes place in a perspective of integration between
the activities of extension to the community and, out of the interinstitutional cooperation, emerging
research projects which emphasize the promotion of health as support to a type of decision-making
based on informed choices, which promote quality of life from the individual to the community
domain, in a clear assumption of a subjective nature in the eyes of health professionals. They need
to operationalize the transition from a normalization of interventions to an attitude open to citizen,
family and community participation, in the process of individual and community empowerment [83].
The bioecological model [77], by the systemic approach that it develops, allows us to identify
four dimensions (people, contexts, processes, and time) that substantially reveal the importance of
health promotion in quality of life, in a concept that WHO names Healthy Aging: “Healthy Aging is
about creating the environments and opportunities that enable people to be and do what they value
throughout their lives” [84].
It becomes relevant that in this domain, “The aging population brings many challenges surrounding
quality of life for older people and their careers, as well as impacts on the labor market. These challenges
need to be addressed now if we are to ensure that we can continue to live healthy, active, and independent
lives into our old age” [84].
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Amendoeira and colleagues [85] consider in this regard that “the social determinants of health
acquire in this domain of research and reflection on practices, the meaning that becomes necessary
to decode by reference to the contexts where people are born, live and build themselves as citizens
capable of building health”.
This approach can be mediated by theories in the field of health promotion as an essential concept
in this conception, in which Murdaugh, Parsons and Pender [78] go further when they affirm that
not all people who do not have a disease are equally healthy, adding that, for many, it is more
the “ways of life” that integrate elements of individual and collective action in the construction of
health determinants and not the “pathological situations” that define health. Currently and according
to Figueiredo and Amendoeira [82], the guidelines set out in the Ottawa Charter have come to show
a new way of looking at health with an emphasis on health promotion. Whitehead [86] proposed
a review of nursing curricula to identify and measure the nature and extent of health promotion in all
nursing disciplines and obstetrics, at the level of undergraduate and graduate courses. McIlfatrick [87]
refers to the importance of including health promotion in nursing curricula with interventions on
health determinants [88].
Continuing this perspective, it is important to take a theoretical approach that considers health
and disease as entities that are increasingly studied from a salutogenic perspective with a focus on
promoting health and deepening this and other strategies within the scope of health literacy.
It is in this sense that the salutogenic model allows us to assume the paradigm where disease
is not the opposite of health, insofar as it is possible to work from the perspective of health
determinants, in an intrinsic relationship with the social, cultural, and economic dimensions, assuming
the recommendations by WHO, in the domain previously referred to as Healthy Aging.
The research carried out by the team in the individual and community health area has been
organized with an emphasis on addressing the modifiable factors (food and harmful consumption),
particularly directed at pregnant women [89], and adolescents and young people 3rd cycle students [90]
in informed and informed co-construction, in participation to ensure quality of life of the individual
and in the community.
Intervention centered on people, families and the community with the purpose of training, at all
levels of decision-making, is consistent with the expression of the interests and values of the stakeholders
in the care process inherent to training for, in the domain of the individual, becoming what can be
considered as a therapeutic self-care agent [80] in order to empower families and the community as
active partners in the referred care process.
It is to the extent that the visibility of this training occurs that we can also speak of health
literacy [91]. At the first International Congress on Health Literacyz in 2019, there was an opportunity
for intense sharing based on the results of research developed in several countries in Europe and Brazil,
allowing the knowledge produced in this field, constituting guidance for extending it to new contexts
and groups of participants, to be mobilized for the operationalization of the recommendations for
the research to be developed in the scope of health literacy.
We believe that this is the matrix that supports the realization of the study of the healthy aging
process, starting with pregnant women, children and young people, adults in active life, and the elderly,
constituting the challenge of the individual and community health area in the next three years within
the scope of LQRC, assuming the relevance of quality of life for people throughout their lives.
8. Conclusions
The authors agree and understand that quality of life research is on the agenda of the world
organizations related to scientific research and human development. This scope of research occurs
in different scenarios for the success of our society, either through projects based in laboratory
environments, in development projects, and in social and professional intervention.
Throughout this paper, the authors hope to have delivered a clear picture of how possible (and
fundamental) it is to group (six) different areas for a common goal. The conceptual framework of
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LQRC goes around three strategic axes. In fact, education, physical activity and feeding gather around
themselves the six areas that cooperate for positive outcomes in quality of life research. We would
like to stress that these areas do not exhaust all the factors, areas or items related to quality of life.
They consubstantiate and are in line with the most effective resources of LQRC and the consortium of
higher education institutes that supports it. This is the approach we have reached after several years of
existence and the one that assures that greater and better synergies amongst LQRC researchers can
emerge. We are very close and connected to the binomial perspective of quality of life and well-being.
That is why we focus our research efforts, in a broad sense, on individual and community health and
quality of life of people and populations. This means a strategy is necessary to deepen the health
literacy of citizens.
The development of an interdisciplinary approach, with contributions from the areas of education,
physical activity, agriculture and food, organizations, motor behavior, and individual and community
health, seems to suit the development of research projects with interconnections of variables and
paradigms when studying quality of life.
We believe that there is a real challenge for scientific research, since multidisciplinary paradigms
are the foundation of our collective organization, with a view to the systemic influence of psychological,
physiological, and emotional variables related to quality of life. It is a dialectical problem in the sense
of the evolution of research on quality of life fulfilling current needs and improvement of citizens’ lives.
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